CpG/CpNpG motifs in the coding region are preferred sites for mutagenesis in the breast cancer susceptibility genes.
The range of BRCA1/BRCA2 gene mutations is diverse and the mechanism accounting for this heterogeneity is obscure. To gain insight into the endogenous mutational mechanisms involved, we evaluated the association of specific sequences (i.e. CpG/CpNpG motifs, homonucleotides, short repeats) and mutations within the genes. We classified 1337 published mutations in BRCA1 (1765 BRCA2 mutations) for each specific sequence, and employed computer simulation combined with mathematical calculations to estimate the true underlying tendency of mutation occurrence. Interestingly, we found no mutational bias to homonucleotides and repeats in deletions/insertions and substitutions but striking bias to CpG/CpNpG in substitutions in both genes. This suggests that methylation-dependent DNA alterations would be a major mechanism for mutagenesis.